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Abstract.  The aim of this paper is to simulate the blood-
stream through a network of blood vessels with a Finite 
Element Method in one dimension. A one dimensional 
system of partial differential equations is used. This 
system can be written in hyperbolic conservation form 
with the state variables cross-sectional area, the flow, the 
velocity and the pressure. To solve the system of partial 
differential equations, numerically correct boundary 
conditions have to be considered. For the input, a pres-
sure function is used. To simulate the load downstream 
and the compliance of the arterial segments, a Windkes-
sel model consisting of three elements is used.  By simu-
lating bifurcations the considered abstract vascular net-
work can be build up. For that a nonlinear system of 
equations is set up and solved. The partial differential 
equation system cannot be solved analytically. Hence, to 
solve it a numerical Finite Element Method is used. In 
this context, a Taylor Galerkin method of second order 
with basic functions of first order is used. The model is 
implemented by using the mathematical software 
MATLAB. To verify the model, several simulations are 
done, using an abstract arterial tree built up by thirteen 
central arterial segments. In all simulations, the parame-
ters of the Windkessel model and the parameters of the 
arterial segments are based on experiments and on 
physiological values. In all tests, physiologically realistic 
results are obtained. 

It can be concluded that the application of a one dimen-
sional Finite Element Method approach along with the 
particular implementation presented can describe the 
effects in a system of human arteries in a realistic way. 

Introduction 

1 Methods & Models 

1.1 The model 
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1.2 Boundary conditions 

Figure 1: Approximated Pressure Input function for the 
model. 

1.3 Bifurcations 
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1.4 The arterial network 

 

Figure 2: Abstract arterial tree, consisting of the  
13 central arteries. 

1.5 Taylor-Galerkin method 

1.6 Discretization of boundary conditions 

Proximal boundary conditions 
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Distal boundary conditions 

1.7 Boundary conditions at the bifurcations 

2 Implementation 

Tree

Place_1=Tree(:,1);     
Place_2=Tree(:,2); 
Place_3=Tree(:,3); 

bif=@(ub)[ 
ub(2)/ub(1)+4*(sqrt(beta(Place_1) 
/(2*rho*A0(Place_1)))*(ub(1))^(1/4)-
c0(Place_1))-W1L(1,1,Place_1);... 
 
ub(4)/ub(3)-
4*(sqrt(beta(Place_2)/(2*rho*A0(Place_2)))*(u
b(3))^(1/4)-c0(Place_2))-W20(1,1,Place_2);... 
 
ub(6)/ub(5)-
4*(sqrt(beta(Place_3)/(2*rho*A0(Place_3)))*(u
b(5))^(1/4)-c0(Place_3))-W20(1,1,Place_3);... 
 
ub(4)+ub(6)-ub(2);... 
 
beta(Place_2)*(sqrt(ub(3))-
sqrt(A0(Place_2)))/A0(Place_2)- 
beta(Place_1)*(sqrt(ub(1))-
sqrt(A0(Place_1)))/A0(Place_1);... 
 
beta(Place_3)*(sqrt(ub(5))-
sqrt(A0(Stelle_3)))/A0(Place_3)-
beta(Place_1)*(sqrt(ub(1))-
sqrt(A0(Place_1)))/A0(Place_1)];           

bif

fsolve

[Ub(:)]=fsolve(bif,Ub); 
 
uAL(Place_1)=(Ub(1)); 
uQL(Place_1)=(Ub(2)); 
uA1(Place_2)=(Ub(3)); 
uQ1(Place_2)=(Ub(4)); 
uA1(Place_3)=(Ub(5)); 
uQ1(Place_3)=(Ub(6)); 
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Results

Parameters Values Unit 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Table 1:  Values of the parameters used for the  
simulation . 

 

Artery Child r l R0 R1 C E0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Table 2: Artery parameter used for the simulation of the 
arterial tree . 

Figure 4: Flow and pressure results for the first, the 
third, the fifth and the seventh arterial  
segment. The values are read out in the  
middle of the arterial segments. 

 

Figure 5: Pressure-position-time plot of the eight arterial 
segment (a)-(b) and the first arterial segment (c)-
(d) in two different perspectives. 
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4 Conclusion and Outlook 
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